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Followup to BECo Ltr. 83-52 Dated Feb. 15, 1983
"PNPS NUREG 0737 T.A.P. 1.C.6 Policy"

Dear Sir:

As was committed to you in our letter of February 15,1983, (BECo Ltr. #83-52)
a revised Policy Statement has been written reflecting PNPS' position regarding
NUREG 0737 T.A.P. 1.C.6. Rather than issue the policy as-is, a decision was made
to integrate this policy into an existing Nuclear Operations Procedure (N0P).
The revised N0P is expected to be approved and issued by August 12, 1983 with no
major changes to the above-mentioned policy.

Please be advised that when our initial 1.C.6 policy was issued (4/1/81), a task
was initiated to update the various operations surveillance and ' valve lineup
procedures to address independent verification. These revised procedures will
require assessment against our revised finalized 1.C.6 policy. A subsequent task
was initiated to extend the guidance of the initial policy to I & C (8.M Series)
surveillances procedures particularly as it applies to independant verification
upon restoring systems to normal after testing. This subsequent task will be
integrated into the plan associated with procedure update (PUP). Accordingly, the
milestone for this issue will be consistant with dates established in the PUP
(currently, October,1984).

For the interim, we intend to issue to appropriate plant personnel, guidance which
reflects the PNPS 1.C.6 position.

Should you have any questions, please contact us.
,

Very truly yours,
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